2006 Chevy Impala Used Transmission Acquired for Sale in Automatic GM
Builds Inventory at Top Transmissions Website
2006 Chevy Impala used transmission is now acquired for retail sale at the Got Transmissions
company. These builds are now entered in the available GM inventory for domestic shipments.
San Jose, CA (PRWEB) January 05, 2014 -- The Chevrolet Impala is one of the vehicles from the General
Motors company that has been in production for more than 50 years. Replacement transmission units that fit
into this vehicle series have been acquired by the Got Transmissions company. This company is offering used
2006 Chevy Impala transmission units for sale at http://www.gottransmissions.com/blog/chevytransmissions/chevy-impala-transmissions-sale.
The 4T65E gearbox series first produced in 1997 are the type of units that are now available for the 2002 to
2003 Impala vehicles. These units were designed specifically as electronically controlled units to work with the
3.4 and 3.8 V6 engines. The acquisition of these used condition assemblies is meant to satisfy the current
demand for replacement units online.
Several changes have been completed in the GM inventory at the Got Transmissions company over the past 12
months. The inclusion of the used 4T65E gearboxes is now completing the acquisition efforts for more modern
units that are for sale online. The existing inventory includes most manual units used between 1980 and 2012.
"The Impala is one of the respected vehicles produced by GM and continues to sell well in the U.S. market,"
one source said at the GotTransmissions.com company.
One change that buyers using the Got Transmissions company in 2014 will recognize online is the enhanced
level of warranty protection that is attached with each sale. A level of up to three years is currently provided at
the time of sale to protect any manual or automatic controlled gearbox from manufacturer defects or parts
failures.
"Transmissions from General Motors that are offered as used units in our inventory are eligible for the new
policies for warranties that we're now providing in the USA," the source added.
The modified research systems now used on the GotTransmissions.com company website have been updated to
include the 4T65E transmissions currently available for sale. Buyers who are interested in these units or
existing GM inventory available for U.S. shipments can use the research locator to find pricing and current
stock status online.
About GotTransmissions.com
The GotTransmissions.com company supplies replacement transmissions that are in used condition to buyers
within the United States. This company continues to support consumers with discount pricing and services like
free shipping for all transmissions for sale. The GotTransmissions.com company website includes quotation
tools to explore pricing and warranty options that are packaged with each gearbox found in the company
inventory. The rapid shipping and other solutions this company provides offers one of the most reliable
resources for consumers to find used condition auto parts online.
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